UPDATED JUNE 2022

shake & stir theatre co - COVID-19
Preamble:
The effects of the COVID-19 outbreak continue to be felt across the globe. Over the past 2
years, the consequences of the disease, social distancing and bans on social gatherings has
been trying for all but devastating for the live entertainment and performance industries.
shake & stir theatre co has have resumed normal operations and, under the guidance of this
document, will deliver theatre across every state and territory in school and on stage.
Currently operating unrestricted, we are grateful for the opportunity to once again deliver
the benefits of live performance. While in theatres, venues and on school grounds, we are
committed to adhering to each unique, venue specific COVID-SAFE plan in conjunction with
this document. While on tour and in theatres, we are committed to adhering to each
venue’s individual COVID-SAFE plans and the guidance of venue staff. shake & stir theatre
co’s COVID-19 plan outlines the changes and precautions we have implemented to ensure
the safety of you, your students and staff, and our performers and to minimise the risk of
either exposure to or transmission of COVID-19. This is a dynamic document and will change
from time to time based on the best medical advice and government guidelines available at
the time.
For the purposes of this document, RAT refers to Rapid Angtigen Tests and Testing.
About COVID-19:
What is COVID-19?
COVID-19 refers to a respiratory illness caused by a new strain of coronavirus known as
SARS-CoV-2, and it’s variants known and unknown. Symptoms can include a fever, cough,
sore throat, fatigue and shortness of breath. The virus most commonly spreads from person
to person by close contact with someone who is infectious. It may also spread when
someone touches a surface that has recently been contaminated with the respiratory
droplets (from coughing or sneezing) of an infectious person and then touches their eyes,
nose or mouth.
While all shake & stir staff have been vaccinated against the virus, additional ways to
prevent and protect yourself and others from infection is by physical distancing, washing
your hands or using an alcohol based rub frequently and not touching your nose, face or
eyes. In the workplace, the spread of infection can be prevented by identifying and
controlling high risk activities, enforcing social distancing and by ensuring high risk objects
and surfaces are cleaned regularly and thoroughly.
shake & stir theatre co has taken the responsibility to do their part in both reducing
community transmission and protecting our employees very seriously. The following
document outlines the steps we have taken, are taking and will take to reduce the chance of
either contracting or transmitting COVID-19 during the daily operation of our business.
a. Conducting business and conditions of entry into the workplace
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In the shake & stir office:
shake & stir theatre co have a commitment to the safety of all staff and general public that
come into contact with the company at their premises – 12 Merivale St, South Brisbane. As
such, additional methods and strategies have been implemented to assist in the reduction
of the transmission rates of communicable diseases, including COVID-19. These include:
-

-

-

Providing sanitisation stations at each entry point to the office spaces, with clear
signage reminding staff to regularly sanitise their hands.
Ensuring antiseptic wipes, sprays and liquids are available at workstations, including
portable containers for staff to take with them while working offsite.
Providing single use, biodegradable cups and cutlery in common areas to replace
coffee and water cups. Encouraging staff to bring in their own labelled water bottles
and eating/drinking utensils. Providing individual cups and glasses, labelled, for
exclusive use by fulltime staff members.
Encouraging frequent breaks for handwashing
Work stations assembled to ensure each space is suitably spaced from the next
closest person with each person allocated their own workspace for their exclusive
use. This includes the banning of ‘hot desking’ workstations and common computer
equipment.
Restricting the use of air-conditioning in studio and office spaces and ensuring that
all office and common areas are well ventilated with natural air
Ensuring that employees RAT and stay home when they are feeling unwell or
exhibiting cold or flu symptoms.
Use of non-contact temperature testing and RAT’s for suspected cases. Non-contact
means of temperature testing is recommended if available as COVID-19 infection
may only present in some asymptomatic individuals as an elevated temperature.
During the pandemic, the temperature of individuals should be measured using
infra-red forehead thermometers which require no contact with the body.

Results of temperature testing are to be interpreted as follows:
- Temperature of 37.5C or greater is considered High
- Temperature of 37.3C or 37.4ΚC is considered borderline
- Temperature of 37.2C or below is not considered elevated.
Any person presenting with an elevated temperature should:
- RAT
- If positive, be sent home immediately to isolate
- make contact with local doctor or call 13HEALTH (13 43 25 84) for further advice
- follow the guidance for suspected COVID-19 cases as detailed in Appendix A
- If negative, be sent home when appropriate and continue to daily RAT until
symptoms resolve
Any person presenting with a borderline temperature should:
- be checked for signs or symptoms of COVID-19
- rest for 10 minutes in a segregated area then have their temperature re-checked
- if the recorded temperature remains borderline, they should be considered as
having an elevated temperature and follow the guidance above.
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b. Communal facilities and spaces:
In work vehicles:
- Undertaking frequent cleaning and sanitisation of all work vehicles, including
ensuring air filtration systems are replaced and cleaned as per manufacturer
guidelines, and the frequent sanitisation of all touch surfaces including handles,
controls and all interior surfaces.
- Ensuring no more than THREE (3) people travel side by side in work vans, no more
than FOUR (4) people travel by sedan and no more than FIVE (5) people travel by van
where possible.
- Ensuring antiseptic wipes, sprays and liquids are available for use in all work vehicles.
In the rehearsal room:
- Ensuring that the rehearsal and filming studio remains well ventilated.
- Ensuring that no more than TWENTY (50) people are in the rehearsal studio for
periods exceeding 15 mins and that while in the rehearsal studio, social distancing is
practiced as much as is practicable.
- Providing individual storage space for performers and creatives’ personal items while
in rehearsals and/or developments.
- Encouraging performers and creatives to only enter the rehearsal room during the
call times and discouraging gathering indoors before or after rehearsals.
- Providing outdoor, open air common areas to take breaks.
In general:
- Ensure all staff are fully vaccinated against COVID-19
- Encouraging staggered lunch breaks and encouraging lunch to be eaten outside in
open air environments.
- Preventing the use of shared cutlery and providing single use disposable alternatives.
- Ensuring that all shared office crockery is washed at high temperatures with
antibacterial dishwashing liquid.
- Implementing frequent use of surface and air sanitisation sprays on all communal
area common surfaces (including but not limited to door handles, window latches,
taps, desks and chairs, water fountains, microwaves, coffee machines, toilet seats
and flush, light switches, computer and photo copying equipment).
Working with children:
The unique challenges working with children and young people can present when creating a
risk management strategy has been considered in the development of this plan. When
working with children, practical measures of preventing transmission should be applied
wherever possible. It is equally important to ensure personnel model this behaviour for
children and young people. shake & stir engages with children and young people across two
main departments – 1) After school drama classes and 2) In school performances. Measures
to be considered in application of risk controls:
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-

Ensure that children and young people use hand sanitiser or wash hands as often as
practical, especially after eating or before and after using shared equipment or on
entry, exit to the room/area and when required during activities
Be creative with activities and consider incorporating physical distancing and good
hygiene practices into the activity
Limit physical contact with others wherever possible
Encourage and praise individuals who display good hygiene practices and model
good hygiene practices at all times
Restrict access by parents and guardians and where they do need to enter,
encourage good hygiene practices. Considerations should be made to modify best
practice guidance where beneficial

COVID-SAFE MEASURES IN PLACE FOR PROTECTION OF STUDENTS AND STAFF - AFTER
SCHOOL DRAMA CLASSES AND HOLIDAY WORKSHOP PROGRAMS:
-

-

Instructors will avoid unintentional / unnecessary contact.
Instructors are to be conscientious of physical distancing measures and provide
instruction removed from participants personal space where possible.
Instructors should carefully plan activities to minimise contact wherever possible and
creatively incorporate social distancing practices into activities.
Ensure that Instructors displaying any respiratory symptoms, in combination with
elevated temperature, who has been in a position of risk of exposure to COVID-19,
are replaced with another Instructor of similar skill while awaiting the results of a
COVID-19 test. No Instructor will attend classes if they are suffering from
unexplained respiratory symptoms (excluding allergies) in combination with an
elevated temperature. Instructors may wear a mask during the class if they are
suffering from symptoms of allergies.
Regular sanitisation will be promoted and normalised. Staff will role model
behaviour and good behaviour by students will be acknowledged.
Lessons will be planned with social distancing in mind. Where possible, instructors
will maintain a distance of at least 1.5m from all workshop participants.
Maximum # of participants (excluding instructors) allowed per class will be capped
and depend on each individual space and current state government directives.
Hand sanitisation stations will be positioned around the space and frequent breaks
will be taken for hand washing and/or sanitisation.
Outdoor drop off/pick up zones will be clearly explained and their use enforced.
Parents are not permitted to enter the hall to drop off/pick up or to observe their
child.
Frequent structured outdoor activities throughout lessons.
Frequent cleaning and spray disinfecting of workshop environment & surfaces –
including door handles, light switches, common facilities.
Instructors won’t share facilities used by students – and each student will be
directed to bring their own refreshments (water bottles and food) and not share
with others in the class.
Restrictions on shared class supplies – students will be asked to bring their own
pencils/pens etc – any materials issued will be for the exclusive use of each student
and disposed of at the end of the lesson.
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-

Outdoor, open air common areas to take supervised breaks will be provided.
A roll of attendees including contact details of parents/guardians will be maintained
for contact tracing.
Anyone showing cold or flu like symptoms are not to attend classes or workshops.
shake & stir reserve the right to isolate the student and request the student be
picked up immediately if showing symptoms.
Students will be asked to sanitise their hands upon exiting the bathroom.
Each class will have a COVID-SAFE kit containing face masks, hand and surface
sanitiser, antiseptic wipes and disposable gloves.

COVID-SAFE MEASURES IN PLACE FOR PROTECTION OF STUDENTS, THEIR TEACHERS AND
STAFF – IN SCHOOL TOURING:
The following section outlines the measures we have taken, are taking and will take to
ensure the safety of your school community and our performers and staff.
In addition to the below, we will ensure that all performers are aware of their obligations
under each individual school’s COVID-SAFE plan and their obligations under the COVID-19
Operating guidelines for Queensland State Schools and adhere to all directions given to
them from school staff while on school premises.
We believe:
The presentation of in-school performances, with prevention considerations in place, carries
an extremely low risk of transmission of COVID-19.
We can deliver our education programs with minimal disruption and risk to you, your
students, the wider school community and our staff.
The arts are more important than ever, during this health crisis and will take a long term hit
from the widespread closures of theatre buildings and restrictions against large gatherings.
We can present our in-schools productions on your school premises whilst maintaining our
obligations toward social distancing and minimal contact with students and staff.
Controlling gathering size and acknowledging restrictions:
TO BE REVIEWED AS APPROPRIATE AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH STATE GOVERNMENT
DIRECTIVES
We will perform the show live for audiences up to the maximum COVID-SAFE capacity of
your performance venue. At the time of publishing, indoor seated concert venues, theatres
and auditoriums can operate at 100% capacity.
We may:
- In the week prior to your scheduled performance, request a copy of your school’s
COVID-SAFE plan or any relevant information and work with you to select the most
appropriate performance space. We have adapted our programs and technology to
make presenting in outdoor and undercover venues more suitable for the shows.
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-

Affirm our commitment to the safety of your school community and our willingness
to be guided by the principals of your schools COVID-SAFE plan and our obligations
under the COVID-19 Operating guidelines for Queensland State Schools.

-

If requested by you or your school, ensure that our performers wear appropriate
protective masks while arriving at school, during set up and pack downs, and
frequently sanitise hands and all contact surfaces on arrival and departure. If
requested by you or your school, the performers will only remove their masks when
the performance space has been prepared appropriately and the audience area has
been suitably and clearly separated from the performance space – prior to the
audience entering the performance space.

-

Ensure that there is a safe distance, clearly marked, between the performance space
and audience of AT LEAST 3m; double the recommended 1.5m necessary for the
prevention of the transmission of COVID-19. Measures will also include (where
possible), setting up on stage behind closed curtains, restricting close physical
contact with students and staff during set up and pack downs.

-

Ensure our performers travel with sufficient supplies of water and refreshment to
reduce the need for them to access school facilities.

-

Ensure that any performer displaying any respiratory symptoms, in combination with
elevated temperature, who has been in a position of risk of exposure to COVID-19, is
replaced with another performer of similar skill while awaiting the results of a
COVID-19 test. No performer will step on to school grounds if they are suffering from
unexplained respiratory symptoms (excluding allergies) in combination with an
elevated temperature.

-

Ensure all performers and shake & stir staff are fully vaccinated against COVID-19
and Influenza.

-

Ensure that all performers carry their phones with proof of vaccination available if
required.

-

Adapt the blocking of our performances as appropriate to acknowledge socialdistancing protocol between the actors while on stage. This means that any physical
contact not essential to key moments of plays will be restricted and instead,
referenced and discussed during post show Q&A’s.

Main stage and National Touring.
In addition to the information contained in this document, shake & stir theatre co is further
informed by the principles contained in Live Performance Australia’s COVID safe touring
guidelines and ensures compliance with any relevant COVID safe plan of each presenting
venue. Specifically, shake & stir will:
Rehearsals:
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-

Maintain up-to-date employee contact details.-Inform employees their contact
details may be shared with health authorities

-

Ensure that all staff of shake & stir theatre co and touring personnel are fully
vaccinated against COVID-19 and carry proof of vaccination with them at all times.

-

When on shake & stir property, ensure that rehearsal and/or filming studios remain
well ventilated with the restricted use of air conditioning.

-

Ensure that no more than the maximum COVID safe capacity are in the rehearsal
studios and that while in the rehearsal studio, social distancing is practiced where
practicable.

-

Provide individual storage space for performers and creatives’ personal items while
in rehearsals and/or developments.

-

Encourage performers and creatives to only enter the rehearsal room during the call
times and discouraging gathering indoors before or after rehearsals or during breaks.

-

Provide outdoor, open air common areas to take breaks.

-

Keep and maintain an attendance register of all people involved with the production.

-

Encourage staggered lunch breaks outdoors in open air environments.

-

Discourage the use of shared cutlery and crockery and will provide single use
disposable, and personal alternatives.

-

Ensure that all crockery is washed at high temperatures with antibacterial
dishwashing liquid.

-

Implement frequent use of surface and air sanitisation sprays on all communal area
common surfaces (including but not limited to door handles, window latches, taps,
desks and chairs, water fountains, microwaves, coffee machines, toilet seats and
flush, light switches, computer and photo copying equipment).

-

Provide individual accommodation to touring party members.

In season:
shake & stir theatre co will:
-

Adhere to COVID safe plan of the presenting venue

-

Provide hand sanitiser at all entry points to the venue, backstage areas and side
stage areas
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-

Where possible, provide individual dressing rooms for all company members. Where
not possible, ensure that the COVID safe capacity of each dressing room is not
exceeded.

-

The company will not undertake daily RAT’s and will only require a company
member to take a RAT when that person presents with an elevated temperature or
symptoms consistent with COVID infection. Where a company member presents
with symptoms, that person will take a RAT. If positive:

-

Immediately return to their home or hotel to isolate

-

Make contact with local doctor or call 13HEALTH (13 43 25 84) for further advice

-

In the event that a company member tests positive, all other company members will
be require to monitor symptoms and take a RAT if symptoms develop. Subsequent
positive RAT’s will follow the steps as above.

-

If negative:

-

Monitor symptoms, wear a mask where possible and continue to take dail RAT’s
until symptoms resolve or that person tests positive.

shake & stir have on call swings for all key roles and swings will be substituted in for
performers or crew who test positive in season or on tour with a show.
Interaction with audience and POS services:
The company acknowledges the importance of interaction with audiences while in season
and on tour and will endeavour to continue to encourage access to the company in
production and behind the scenes. While operating under COVID restrictions, shake & stir
will offer on stage Q&A’s on stage and evenings with the artists but will limit post show
foyer appearances, meet and greets, signings and photo opportunities.
Merchandise:
During some seasons, shake & stir may offer merchandise for sale in foyers. All transactions
will be contactless and by credit card/EFTPOS only and all merchandise will be stored out of
reach from patrons. Available merchandise will be suitably displayed and out of contact
from patrons. All merchandise will be handled by an authorised representative of the
company or venue observing COVID safe protocols and patrons will be directed to observe
social distancing while at merchandise tables. It will be the venues responsibility to manage
queues for merchandise and venues should mark appropriate spaces on the ground where
patrons should stand while waiting. Hand sanitisers will be available on all merchandise
tables and patrons will be encourage to use sanitiser before handling merch.
In general:
In addition to practicing common sense, company members will be encouraged to:
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-

Apply personal hygiene measures at all times. Practise hand hygiene regularly during
the tour (hand sanitisers), plus strictly before, during and after travel.

-

Practise cough and sneeze etiquette (i.e cough or sneeze into a tissue and then
dispose of tissue safely; cough or sneeze into elbow; wash hands after coughing,
sneezing or blowing nose).

-

Where reasonably practicable, maintain physical distancing with anyone outside of
the production.

-

Limit socialising and group meals inside and outside of the production.

-

Not share personal items such as water bottles and keep cups.

-

Avoid using communal equipment where reasonably practicable.

In the event that a large percentage of company members test positive for COVID-19, shake
& stir theatre co may be required to cancel performances in order to comply with
government directions. shake & stir theatre co will be work with the relevant health
authorities and the venue to determine the appropriate course of action in the event that
performances need to be cancelled. The individual agreements with each venue shall be
referred to in deciding an appropriate course of action.
Rapid Antigen Testing (RAT’s):
It is not company policy to daily RAT for non-symptomatic company members. In the event
that a person develops fever or symptoms consistent with COVID 19 infection, that person
will be required to take a RAT. In the event that that person tests POSITIVE, they will be
required to immediately return to their home or place of accommodation to isolate, will
contact their local Doctor or 13 HEALTH and follow the advice.
If NEGATIVE, that person will be required to wear a mask where possible and take daily
RAT’s until symptoms subside.
All other members of the company will be required to monitor for symptoms and RAT only if
they develop symptoms. In they test POSITIVE, they will follow the above advice.
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Work health and safety plan for COVI D-19

Use this template to record how you and your workers will stay safe at work during the COVID-19 pandemic. This
information will help your workers and others know exactly what to do and expect.
Refer to our guide, Work health and safety during COVID-19 to assist in completing your plan.
You need to consult with your staff and their representatives to develop responses to the questions below-and
other people who are relevant to reopening your business.
The COVID-19 pandemic is an evolving situation-review your plan regularly and make changes as required.
You do not need to send this plan to Workplace Health and Safety Queensland. However, you must complete and
maintain your plan and make it available to our inspectors or other Queensland Government officials if they ask for it.

Business details
Business name:

Manager approval:

Worker representative consultation:

shake & stir theatre co pty ltd

YES

YES

Date distributed:

Manager's name:

Worker representative's name:

10/07/2020

Nick Skubij

Johnny Balbuziente

Division/ group:
Arts and Education

Date completed:
03/06/2020

Revision date:
24/07/02020

Describe what you will do
What measures
have you put in
place to keep
workers safe?

Who is responsible

Consider: Changing work processes to allow for social distancing,
increased cleaning frequency, postponing or cancelling non-essential
face to face gatherings, meetings or training, re-organising work
schedules and rosters, considering alternative work arrangements
where possible for workers considered at increased risk.
Sanitisation stations at each entry point to the office
spaces, with clear signage reminding staff to regularly sanitise
their hands.
- Signage at office entry points highlighting maximum occupancy
of each work area
Frequent use of surface and air sanitisation sprays on all
common surfaces (door handles, window latches, taps, desks and
chairs, water fountains, microwaves, coffee machines, toilet seats
and flush, light switches, computer and photo copying equipment.
Ensuring antiseptic wipes, sprays and liquids are available
at workstations, including portable containers for staff to take with
them while working offsite.
Single use, biodegradable cups and cutlery in common
areas to replace coffee and water cups. Encouraging staff to bring
in their own labelled water bottles and eating/drinking utensils.
Providing individual cups and glasses, labelled, for exclusive use
by fulltime staff members.
Frequent breaks for handwashing
Work stations re-designed to ensure each desk and chair is
AT LEAST 1.5m from the next closest person with each person
allocated their own workspace for their exclusive use. This
includes the banning of 'hot desking' workstations and common
computer equipment.
Restricted use of air-conditioning in studio and office
spaces and ensuring that all office and common areas are well
ventilated with natural air
Ensure that employees stay home when they are feeling
unwell or exhibiting respiritory symptoms.
In work vehicles:
The frequent professional cleaning of all work vehicles,
including ensuring air filtration systems are replaced and cleaned
as per manufacturer guidelines, and the frequent sanitisation of all
touch surfaces including handles, controls and all interior
surfaces.
Ensuring no more than TWO (2) people travel side by side
in work vans and no more than THREE (3) people travel by sedan.
This means for example that the THREE school actors will travel to
schools in TWO separate vehicles.
Ensuring antiseptic wipes, sprays and liquids are available
for use in all work vehicles.
In the rehearsal room:
Ensuring that the rehearsal and filming studio remains well
ventilated with the restricted use of air conditioning and that
staff have received the Influenza vaccination, further reducing the
risk of spreading infectious disease.
Ensuring that room maximum occupancy is enforced
and social distancing is practiced.
Providing individual storage space for performers and
creatives' personal items while in rehearsals and/or developments.
Encouraging performers and creatives to only enter the
rehearsal room during the call times and discouraging gathering
indoors before or after rehearsals.

Work health and safety plan for COVI D-19
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Risk Assessment Record
Production:

shake & stir theatre co - Primary and Secondary Schools Touring

Date (or dates) of Event:

Feb to December 2021

Date of Assessment:

20th May 2021

Version of R.A:

v2.0

Prepared by and in consultation with:

Mark Middleton (Production Manager), Maddie Römcke (Youth Engagement Coordinator),
Johnny Balbuziente (Touring Company Manager), Nelle Lee (Artistic Director)

Other relevant information:
This document does not take precedence over any ongoing updates or changes to COVID safe plans made by the company.
Information and assessment for this risk assessment has been taken from various meetings, discussions and experience at shake & stir theatre company.

Likelihood
of a risk occurring
Frequent

Likely to occur
many times during
this activity

Probable
Likely to occur during
this activity

Occasional

Will probably occur 1
in every 10 times
during this activity

Risk Matrix

Consequence – Health and Safety
(consequence for one or more people)
Unlikely

May occur during
this activity

Remote

Likely only in
extreme
circumstances for an
activity of this type

Consequence

Negligible
On site first aid treatment
required, no time off work

Minor

First aid or medical treatment
(GP not hospital) required and
likely to result in one or more
days off work

Moderate

Any injury or illness requiring
hospital treatment or any likely
to result in more than 5-days
off work

Major

Death. Serious injury or
illness requiring hospital
treatment and likely to cause
permanent disability or ill
health

If the residual risk rating is “Extreme” or “High” this must be discussed with senior management before the
activity proceeds.

Negligible

Minor

Moderate

Major

Frequent

H

E

E

E

Probable

M

H

E

E

E

Extreme Risk

Immediate action required, do not proceed whilst this risk exists

Occasional

L

M

H

E

H

High Risk

Reduce risk, if not possible refer to senior management for advice

Unlikely

L

L

M

H

M

Moderate Risk

Management and individual responsibilities must be specified to manage risk

Remote

L

L

L

M

L

Low Risk

Individual responsibilities must be specified to manage risk

Likelihood
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Risk Rating & Treatment

All activities associated with the performance being assessed as per page 1

Hazards

Risks (consequence)

Rating

Elimination or Control Measures

Who

When

Residual
Risk

Driving on school
grounds

General road risks and
hitting people in high
children zone

E

Driving at or below the prescribed speed limit. Having a spotter and
hazard lights on when on footpaths, non-thoroughfare roads etc.

ALL

Pre and Post
performances

L

Lifting equipment and
set in/out of van

Injuring bodies

H

Proper instruction and training of lifting techniques; strapping
equipment down properly; physical awareness

ALL

Pre and Post
performances

L

Free standing Set

Falling on people

H

Rehearsed method of standing; shot bags on braces used; no children
allowed behind set

Cast

ALL

L

Speaker and power
leads on floor

Trip and falls

H

Taping down of leads; no children allowed behind set

Cast

Performances

L

“consumable" spills on
stage

Slips & Trips

H

Pouring of liquids rehearsed to be contained as much as possible and
avoid spills onstage. Towels on hand onstage and off if spillage occurs.

Cast

Performances

M

Fighting on stage

Accidental hits

H

Professional Fight Choreographer engaged at rehearsal stage; open
and professional communication/practise before each performance

Cast

Performances

L

Using electric
equipment

Electrical shock and/or
electrocution

E

Current Test & Tag as AS/NZ 3760 Standards on all equipment. RCD
power supplied by school/venue. Proper care and storage of all
equipment.

Technical,
Cast

ALL

L
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